Mary Had a Little Lamb

Traditional

Mary had a little lamb, little lamb,
Mary had a little lamb,
Its fleece was white as snow.

O Li’l ’Liza Jane

You’ve got a gal an’ I’ve got none, Li’l ’Li’z a Jane;
Come my love an’ be my one, Li’l ’Li’z a Jane.

Oh Susannah!

Stephen Foster

Camptown Races

Stephen Foster

Now YOU add the numbers based on the notes. I’ve put one number on the correct note in each song.

Listen carefully; change one note, and you will have another common children’s song.
The next song has an extra note that isn’t on our pipes. Can you find it? What do you suggest we do for that note to make it sound as good as possible?

Pop Goes the Weasel

This last tune uses the higher parts of our pipes and doesn’t go all the way down to the lowest pipe.

It’s Raining